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a freshly used pipe.
I’d started connecting to the people
through their trash. Who hides weed
paraphernalia in her desk lamp? Why
does this other person not have anything written on the back of his Martin
Luther King Jr. flash card?
Trust me. When this happens, it’s
time to hook your ankle on the side of
the Dumpster and muscle your way
out. You need fresh air, away from the
Doritos that are leaving a trashy, cheesy
residue on your forearm, and the stale
beer that just seeped into your shoe.
Pull yourself free, and focus on the
next Dumpster.

RULE TWO: KNOW
YOUR ENEMIES
By day three I was getting cocky. I
knew my route, but as I approached my
first Dumpster of the day, just south of
Farrand Field, I saw something I’d never
seen before. The couch I was eyeing,
crookedly propped in a corner, suddenly moved a bit. There was a rustling
underneath the trash bags. And suddenly I knew — I had competition.
I poked my head over the side, and
learned I’d met my match. The man
introduced himself simply as “R,” and
mentioned — with pride — that cameras
had once followed him during the mak-
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ing of a documentary about Dumpster
diving. He was untying trash bags and
meticulously picking through items.
R held up a cheap vinyl bra with
skulls on the straps.
“What do you suppose this is for?”
he laughed, but I noticed that, while
moving through the trash, he put the
bra in his bag of kept items.
R had a presence and mature confidence in his diving that suggested I
should not join him in the Dumpster. In
fact, when I asked if I could have the
skull bra, he looked at me as if I had
broken a long-standing, unspoken rule.
“You gotta get past the idea of the
trash to get to the little treasures,” he
said as parting wisdom, waving around
a long plastic sword he had just pulled
from the bottom of a bag.
It was later that day that I learned
first-hand of the regretful, heartbreaking underbelly of Dumpster diving.
I had seen it from across a field — a
brand-new office chair that had a beautiful, tall back, and little levers for
height adjustment. It was perfect for the
office, where I’m provided with just a
single cinder block on which to sit. I
started to run toward it, but there was
an unseen enemy — Martin Ojeda had
spotted the chair before I, and had
calmly put a hand on its regal, high
back and wheeled it away.

I arrived gasping for air, hand outreached, and saw him moving away,
pausing briefly to consider some gold,
shiny Mardi Gras beads draping out of
another Dumpster.
Ojeda is from CU’s Recycling Services
— a very dangerous enemy of the
thrifty Dumpster diver.
First, he has a truck at his disposal.
A big one. Second, he’s getting paid to
round up all reusable items and is looking for the best of the left items to pick
up. Third, he has no emotional commitments or regrets. He casually tossed the
Mardi Gras beads back in the Dumpster
and wheeled the chair away without
looking back.
RULE THREE: RICH PEOPLE ARE
NOT ALLOWED IN DUMPSTERS
Rich people straddle Rule Two by
being an unforeseen enemy. Yet they
demand their own category because
there’s nothing so infuriating as seeing a
couple pile out of a brand new, white
Land Rover — and go over and pull
things out of your Dumpster.
RPs obviously have no knowledge
of the social etiquette of Dumpster
diving, seeing as they are breaching
class rules by even showing up. RPs
have no problem joining you in your
Dumpster. RPs somehow make you feel
bad about yourself by wearing their

name-brand clothes while diving, and
being a little too organized and driven
(“Honey, did you find a dresser yet?
You know I like oak.”).
When you approach an RP for an
interview or photo, they quickly shy
away, not wanting to compromise their
social standing by admitting to their
bacteria-ridden hobby. Keep this in
mind, cheapsters — you can quickly
chase an RP out of your Dumpster with
the flash of the camera.
RULE FOUR: LOCATION,
LOCATION, LOCATION
It was near Farrand Hall that we really
hauled in the good furniture, lamps and
other useful gear; not only were things
thrown in that looked brand-new, it also
seemed like freshmen were the most willing to get rid of the big stuff, such as
dressers, TV stands and desk accessories.
We found a lot of the sweet computer
gear over at the Kittredge Complex. But
Aden Hall, next to the Engineering
Center, was, naturally, full of engineering
text books, plus an assortment of
Cheerios and Doritos. Bummer.
The freebies on the Hill are just starting to emerge — the dirt Dumpster team
has noticed an alarming amount of curbside furniture for the takin’. So grab your
waders and snorkel, and check your
humility at the side of the Dumpster.

SCORECARD»

I didn’t completely furnish my new apartment yet, but I did score
some surprisingly sweet gear. Here’s the run down:
Blazer, Gap.

Looked new. Still, I ran it through the wash twice.

TV stand, Sony.

Perfect for my ghetto-tastic, 9-inch, black-and-white television.

Lamps, 15-ish. Possibly from Target. Looked
completely new, and included adapters.
Software, wrapped. Not
dirt Web guru informed

sure what it all does, but a quick assessment from the
us that we had a piece of $20,000 software. Sweet.

Wires, tons. Computer cables and extension cords and adapters,
oh my! Even scored a new mouse.

ABOVE » BASK IN THE SOFT GLOW OF FREE LAMPS.
BELOW » THIS SWEET WEBER GRILL IS CURRENTLY SITTING IN THE DIRT OFFICE.
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Flip flops, pink with flowers. Weirdly, they’re my
size. Haven’t gotten the guts to wear them.
Ramen, creamy chicken.

‘Nuff said.

Glass pipe, marbled design.

Fresh resin.

Fans, three. Ranging from a large metal floor fan to two small plastic desk fans,
perfect for creating breezy, model-like hair at the workplace.
Umbrella, blue with flowers.
Grill, Weber.

Used to decorate the boss’s workspace.

Can already smell the burgers.

Trash can, black mesh. Currently being used to hold the cables. Will be used
for massive amount of coffee cups and Red Bull disposed of at work.
Pop-Tarts, hot-fudge sundae flavor.

Eaten on site.
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